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Abstract—This paper presents the control of the active and
reactive power of a superconducting magnetic energy storage
(SMES) system for compensating fluctuations of a power system
with high penetration of wind energy during extreme scenarios
of wind gusts. The wind energy conversion system (WECS) is a
Type-A turbine with squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG)
and a capacitor bank. A passivity-based proportional-integral
control (PI-PBC) is used that controls the power transfer of
the SMES system to the power grid. The proposed controller is
designed with two main objectives: First, to deliver (or absorb)
a suitable active power to (or from) the power system, and
second, to regulate the voltage of the WECS. The proposed
PI-PBC guarantees asymptotically stability in closed-loop and
exploits the advantages of the proportional-integral (PI) actions.
Also, it presents a superior performance when it is compared
to a conventional PI controller and a proportional feedback
linearization controller. Simulation results carried-out in MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
methodology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wind energy has shown significant growth worldwide be-
cause the wind is an available environmental-friendly resource.
[1]. The penetration of wind energy has been mounting each
year. In 2016, global wind power capacity increased in a
54,642 MW (12.5%) compared to the previous year [2].
This increase has been in distribution and transmission power
systems.

Most of the wind energy conversion systems (WECS) uses
power electronics for the integration of the resource to the
grid. However, near 15% of wind turbines are fixed-speed
squirrel cage induction generators (SCIGs) because they are
a simple, economical, profitable, and robust technology [3].
Nevertheless, these machines present two problems. First,
when extreme wind gusts are presented, the generated power
will have fluctuations which are not recommended for the
power system. Second, the SCIG absorbs reactive power
from the network because the induction machine requires
magnetization. The former is usually avoided by disconnection
of the generator whereas the later problem is compensated with
parallel capacitors in terminals of the SCIGs [4].

One of the main problems of wind energy is the high vari-
ability of the speed of the wind, and for that reason, the wind
is considered an intermittent and unpredictable resource [5],
[6]. This makes output power difficult to predict and generates
problems on the control and operation of the entire grid [7].
A fast-response energy reserve could be required to support
power oscillation at high levels of wind energy penetration[8].
One of the most used forms to compensate power fluctuations
is to use energy storage systems such as battery storage
system [9], flywheel [10], and/or superconducting magnetic
energy storage system (SMES) [11], [12]. The SMES systems
have great the attention for this application due to their fast
response, high energy storage efficiency (an efficiency around
95%) and, particularly the large amounts of discharge power
during small periods [13].

The SMES system is a superconducting coil which main-
tains in a superconducting state due to the cryogenic cooler
system and cryostat/vacuum vessel [14]. This system stores
energy in the form of the magnetic field because of the
flow of direct current in the coil. Besides, a SMES system
requires power electronic interfaces to be integrated into the
power systems. Typically, there are two major configura-
tions employed for the SMES system, which are pulse-width
modulated current source converter (PMW-CSC) and pulse-
width-modulated voltage source converter (PWM-VSC) [15].
However, a PWM-CSC presents constructive costs a least
73% higher than a PWM-VSC [5]. Besides, the PWM-CSC
switches have commutation frequencies around 1 kHz, while
the PWM-VSC switches permit commutation frequencies from
2 kHz to 20 kHz, which is a clear advantage in comparison
to a PWM-CSC connection [5].

Several works investigating the use of the SMES system
to WECS have studied. In [16] and [17], it is proposed a
methodology that improves the transient stability of a multi-
machines system connected to DFIG using the SMES system.
In [18] shows small and slow power fluctuations that can
be attenuated by the SMES system. In [19] employs the
SMES system to reduce frequency fluctuations of isolated
power system a with wind farm. Also, the SMES system
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has been employed to regulate frequency in power systems
with dynamic participation wind farm [20]. Some studies to
enhance the dynamic performance of wind turbines during
voltage sag/well suppression in the distribution system employ
the SMES system [21]. Applications using the SMES system
to improve the transient stability or the low-voltage-ride-
through (LVRT) the capability of wind generators are shown in
[22], [21] and in [23], respectively. Nevertheless, an exhaustive
search of the relevant literature produced there is only one
approach where smoothing power fluctuation of the wind
farm during extreme wind speed gusts have been mitigated
with a SMES system which was presented in [5]. That work
employs a classical PI controller over VSC and a fuzzy logic
controller about dc-dc chopper; however, these controllers do
not guarantee stability in closed-loop.

This article proposes a passivity-based PI control, which
guarantees structural stability properties in closed-loop from
the non-linear point of view, and at the same time maintains
the advantages of PI controllers in terms of robustness and
straight forward implementation. The proposed methodology
reduces power and voltage fluctuations of a grid-connected
to fixed-speed WECS during extreme wind gust scenarios.
The proposed controller focuses on controlling the active and
reactive power of the SMES system and thus determines its
charging/discharging cycles in order to alleviate the power
oscillations generated by WECS; at the same time, it regulates
the voltage profile at the point of common coupling. The PI
passivity-based control (PI-PBC) is compared to a classical PI
controller and a proportional feedback linearization controller
where PI-PBC presents better performance than these two con-
trollers. The proposed controller exploits the port-Hamiltonian
(pH) structure of the SMES system in open-loop, allowing
global asymptotical stability in closed-loop, which maintain a
passive structure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II
the dynamical model of a SMES system integrated to the grid
with a VSC and the dc-dc chopper is shown; in Section III the
general theory about passivity-based PI control is presented as
well as stability analysis and controller design for the SMES
system. In Section IV test system, simulating scenarios and
results are widely discussed. Finally, the conclusions are given
in Section V.

II. SMES SYSTEM INTEGRATED WITH A VSC

The SMES system connected to the power system with a
VSC is illustrated in Fig 1. This system has two converters: a
dc-dc chopper and a two-level VSC. These converters are in-
terconnected through of a common dc-link capacitor. Usually,
the Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) are employed as switch
due to its high efficiency and fast switching characteristics
[5].

The dynamic model in abc reference frame presented in (1)
is gotten applying the Kirchhoff’s second law at the ac side
of the VSC, the Tellegen’s theorem to obtain the active power

VSCdc-dc chopper

SMES

Ls

is

vabc

R L iabc
C

+

−
vdc

Fig. 1. The structure of a SMES system with a VSC

interchanged between the power system and the SMES system,
and the Kirchhoff’s first law at the SMES system.

L
d

dt
ik = −Rik + vk − ek,

Cvdc
d

dt
vdc = (2D − 1)vdcis −

∑
vkik,

Ls
d

dt
is = −(2D − 1)vdc

∀k ∈ {a, b, c} ,

(1)

where R and L denote the resistive and inductance parameters
of the transformer, respectively. ik are currents that flow
through of the transformer, ek and vk depict the ac voltage
of the main grid and the output ac voltage of the VSC,
respectively. C is the dc-link capacitor of the VSC and its
voltage is vdc. is is the current delivered (or absorbed) by the
SMES system and Ls is its inductance. D represents the duty
cycle of dc-dc chopper [24].

Observe that if D > 0.5, the SMES system will deliver
energy into the power system, and when D < 0.5, the SMES
system will absorb energy from the power system.

The duty cycle D and the voltages vk can be written as,

vk = vdcmk ∀k ∈ {a, b, c} ,

D =
ms − 1

2
,

(2)

where mk,ms ∈ [−1, 1] are the modulation indexes of the
VSC and dc-dc chopper, respectively.

Dynamic model shown in (1) can be rewritten in the dq ref-
erence frame, using the invariant power Park’s transformation,
as follows:

L
d

dt
id = −Rid − ωLiq +mdvdc − ed,

L
d

dt
iq = −Riq + ωLid +mqvdc − eq,

C
d

dt
vdc = msis −mdid −mqiq,

Ls
d

dt
is = −msvdc,

(3)

where ω is the grid angular electrical frequency and is obtained
using a classical phase-locked loop (PLL) [25].

The dynamical system (3) can be represented as a port-
Hamiltonian system as follows:
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Qẋ =

(
Jo +

3∑
i=1

Jiui −R

)
x+ d, (4)

where x = [id, iq, vdc, is]
T , d = [−ed,−eq, 0, 0]T ,

u = [md,mq,ms]
T , Q = diag{L,L,C, Ls}, R =

diag{R,R, 0, 0}, while

Jo =


0 −ωL 0 0
ωL 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , J1 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,

J2 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , J3 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

 ,

where x is the vector of the state variables and d corresponds
to the vector of the external inputs and u is the vector input
control. The matrix Q is known as inertia matrix, J are the
interconnection matrices which are knew-asymmetric and the
matrix R is known as damping matrix.

III. PASSIVITY-BASED PI CONTROL

The PBC theory is a control technique adequate and efficient
when is applied to dynamical systems with a port-Hamiltonian
structure [26], [27]. This theory guarantees stability conditions
for affine and non-affine systems in the sense of Lyapunov
for the closed-loop dynamical system [27], [13]. In case of
non-affine systems, as it is the case of the dynamical model
presented in (3), the classical PBC and PI passive techniques
are more appropriated control approach to design the controller
[28].

Let x? is an admissible trajectory, i.e., x? exists, is differ-
entiable, bounded and satisfies

Qẋ? =

(
Jo +

3∑
i=1

Jiui? −R

)
x? + d, (5)

and it is generated by some u? bounded. Finally, x? is not
reached if does not exist any u? that generates it.

Let us consider the dynamical system presented in (6) as
function of the error dynamics, i.e.,, x̃ = x − x? and ũ =
u− u?, which is obtained by substituting these errors on (4),

Q
(
˙̃x+ ẋ?

)
=

(
Jo +

3∑
i=1

Ji (ũi + ui?)−R

)
(x̃+ x?) + d,

(6)

and substituting (5) in (6) is achieved,

Q ˙̃x =

(
Jo +

3∑
i=1

Jiui −R

)
x̃+

3∑
i=1

Jix?ũi. (7)

The error dynamics model presented in (7) for the output
y = Cx, where

C = −

 xT
? J1

xT
? J2

xT
? J3

 (8)

is passive, if fulfills the dissipation inequality Ḣ ≤ ỹT ũ, where
ỹ = y − y?, y? = Cx?, and a storage function as

H(x̃) =
1

2
x̃TQx̃. (9)

Taking the temporal derivative of H , the following result is
achieved:

Ḣ(x̃) = x̃TQ ˙̃x

= x̃T

((
Jo +

3∑
i=1

Jiui −R

)
x̃+

3∑
i=1

Jix?ũi

)

= −x̃TRx̃+ x̃T
3∑

i=1

Jix?ũi

≤ x̃T
3∑

i=1

Jix?ũi = ỹT ũ,

(10)

this demonstrates that the system presented in (7) is passive.
Now, let us consider that pH system given in (4) has an x?

in closed-loop with the following PI controller

ż = −ỹ,
ũ = −Kpỹ +Kiz, (11)

where Kp = KT
p � 0, Ki = KT

i � 0. Additionally, the
trajectories of the closed-loop system are bounded and such
that

lim
t−→∞

Cx̃(t) = 0⇒ lim
t−→∞

x(t) = x? (12)

A. Stability Analysis

Let us define the Lyapunov function candidate in (13) to
prove the stability of the dynamical system given by (7).

V (x̃, z) = H +
1

2
zTKiz. (13)

Observe that V (x̃, z) > 0 ∀x 6= x? ∈ Rn and V (0, 0) =
0 ∀x = x?. The time derivative of the V (x̃, z) is

V̇ (x̃, z) = Ḣ + zTKiż (14)

= −x̃TRx̃+ ỹT ũ+ zTKi(−ỹ) (15)

≤ ỹT ũ+ (ũ+Kpỹ)
T (−ỹ) = −ỹTKpỹ ≤ 0 (16)

this proves that the dynamical system is stable, which implies
that (12) is satisfied. Moreover, if

rank

[
C
R

1
2

]
= n,

then the dynamical system given by (7) is globally asymptot-
ically stable [13], with R

1
2 the square root of R.
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B. Controller Design for the SMES system

The controller design for the SMES system is based on
Passivity-based PI control presented in the above subsection.
The output y that guarantees that the pH system shown in (7)
is passive, it is given in (17).

y =

 idv
?
dc − i?dvdc

iqv
?
dc − i?qvdc

i?svdc − isv
?
dc

 , (17)

and, globally asymptotically stable is proved by means of the
matrix

C =



v?dc 0 −i?d 0
0 v?dc −i?q 0
0 0 i?s −v?dc√
R

2
0 0 0

0

√
R

2
0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


,

the rank condition is satisfied if and only if v?dc 6= 0 and
i?s 6= 0, which is presented in the operating mode of a VSC
and a SMES system, since vdc > 0 and is > 0.

Now, defining the reference values which depends on the
control requirement of the SMES system, in this sense, the
objectives of controlling in this paper are vdc, id and iq . v?dc
permits to control dc-link voltage on the capacitor C, i.e.,
v?dc = vnomdc and, id? and iq? allow controlling the active and
reactive power of the SMES system to the power system. i?d
and i?q are selected, as follows,

i?d =
edp

? + eqq
?

e2d + e2q
,

i?q =
eqp

? − edq
?

e2d + e2q
,

(18)

where p? and q? are the reference values of the active and
reactive power, respectively.

From (5) are gotten u? and the admissible trajectories with
which the design of the controller is completed, as follows,

m?
d =

Li̇?d + Lωi?q + ed +Ri?d
v?dc

,

m?
q =

Li̇?q − Lωi?d + eq +Ri?q
v?dc

,

m?
s =

Cv̇?dc +m?
di

?
d +m?

qi
?
q

i?s
,

i?s =
−1
Ls

∫ t

0

m?
sv

?
dcdt.

IV. TEST SYSTEM, SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A. Test system

Fig 2 depicts the test system used to demonstrate the com-
pensation of fluctuations of the generated power and voltage of
power systems connected to during the wind gusts scenarios

480 V/25 kV

Y/D
25kV V/1.2 kV

Y/D

SMES system
(see Fig. 1)

25 kV/120 kV

D/Y

Line

PCC

Grid

Fig. 2. WECS connected to the power system
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Fig. 3. Wind gust scenarios and the active power at PCC: a) proposed
Scenario, and b) the active power generated by WECS

by the SMES system. The test system is composed of six
SCIG wind turbine which are equipped with capacitor banks
connected at each wind turbine low voltage bus to compensate
the reactive power absorbed for them. Besides, SCIG wind
turbine and the SMES system have installed at the point of
common coupling (PCC) and all their parameters are given in
[5].

B. Simulation scenarios

To prove the performance and robustness of the proposed
control two wind gust scenarios are considered (see Fig. 3a)
[5]). The active powers generated by WECS each scenario are
illustrated in same figure (see Fig. 3b)).
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Fig. 4. Active energy at PCC to the grid during wind gusts: a) Scenario #1,
and b) Scenario #2

Additionally, we consider two control objectives. The first
objective is to maintain the active power of PCC in nominal
power of the WECS, i.e., Pnom = 9MW . The second
objective is to control voltage of PCC keeping on 1.0 pu.
In order to fulfill with the proposed objectives, the reference
values for the active and reactive power are defined, as follows

p? = Pnom − Pwind,

q? = K(vpcc − v?),

where Pwind is the generated power of the the WECS and K
is a gain of the primary voltage control, which is K = 109.

It is considered that the SMES system has an initial charge
of 50% of its maximum current [5]. Also, comparisons with
the classical PI controller (PI) and proportional feedback
linearization controller (PFL) presented in [6] are shown.

C. Results

Two scenarios consider for the power system presented
in Fig. 2 have been carried-out in the MATLAB/Simulink
software.

Fig. 4 shows the active power at PCC to the grid during
wind gusts when the SMES system is connected. Observe
that the fluctuations of the active power are compensated
in an effective form. i.e., to keep Pnom = 9MW at PCC.
This demonstrates that the SMES system alleviates the power
fluctuations generated by WECS due to the rapid variations of
the wind during extreme wind gusts.

Although that the three controllers keep the active power
on the proposed objective, the proposed controller has a better
performance because is able to follow the desired references
with fewer power oscillations than the other two controllers
employed.
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Fig. 5. Voltage profile of PCC during wind gusts: a) Scenario #1, and b)
Scenario #2

In Fig. 5 illustrates the voltage profile of the PCC during
wind gust without and with the SMES system. Note that the
voltage profile has drops from 1.0 pu to 0.976 pu when the
SMES system is not used (see Fig. 5b)). When the SMES
system is employed the voltage profile maintains on 1.0 pu
for all controllers employed.
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Fig. 6. Response of dc-link voltage during wind gusts: a) Scenario #1, and
b) Scenario #2

Fig. 6 depicts dc-link voltage during wind gusts. Observe
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that the controllers employed the voltage on dc-link is approx-
imately constant at 2400 V over different modes of the SMES
system. Nevertheless, PI-PBC continues to perform better than
the PI and PFL controllers. This enhanced performance of the
PI-PBC is due to u? allows reaching the desired reference
faster and its PI controller regulates behavior around of desired
operating point [29].

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper showed a control strategy of the active and re-
active power of a SMES system to compensate the power and
voltage fluctuations of a power system connected to WECS
during extreme scenarios of wind gusts. The SMES system
proved to be a good option to support power oscillations
generated by wind power when high and fast of wind are
presented. This is due to the characteristic of the large amounts
of discharge power for small periods of time that the SMES
system has.

A PI-PBC to integrate superconducting coils in the power
system guaranteeing global asymptotically operating condi-
tions under closed-loop via passivity formulation was pre-
sented. The PI-PBC exploits the advantages of a classical
proportional-integral actions under passivity-based represen-
tation showing superior performance when is compared to a
conventional PI design and a PFL controller.
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